Credit Union Final 2nd April 2017 RDS
Round 1
1. A very intelligent person might be referred to a a brain ____
2. What is President Trump proposing to build between Mexico and the US?
3. Colours of French flag are red, blue and _____
4. Who was sacked as manager of Leicester City?
5. Unscramble KAHCUPI to create a Pokomon.
6. What movie won Oscar for best picture?
Box / wall / white / Ranieri / Pikachu / Moonlight
Round 2
1. Ed Sheeran song: “I’m on my way, driving at ____”
2. Name for birds’ seasonal movement?
3. Name David Walliams’ book: The Queen’s _______
4. What P is the Jewish festival celebrating the Exodus?
5. POQAUE is an anagram of word meaning ‘not letting light through’
6. Name the half brother of Kim Jong Un who was murdered in Kuala Lumpur
90 / migration / orangutan / Passover / opaque / Kim Jong Nam
Round 3
1. Name the seed included in Ali Baba’s words to open the cave.
2. Who beat Ireland in opening match of 6 nations?
3. Michael D Higgins – for what does the D stand?
4. How many corners on a heptagon?
5. What B is a crustacean that attaches itself to the hulls of boats?
6. What kind of Olympic medal did the O’Donovan brothers win?
Sesame / Scotland / Daniel / 7 / barnacle / silver
Round 4
Total of answers = 1236
1. How far will you travel in 1¼ hours at 40kph?
2. How many legs on a bipedalist?
3. How many years in a golden wedding anniversary?
4. The new GAA quarter finals will be known as the super ____
5. Short section in the middle of a song is the middle ____
6. MCXVIII
50 / 2 / 50 / 8 / 8 / 1118

Round 5
Audio Round (might not make much sense without audio)
1. Name the Ed Sheeran song with a west of Ireland connection.
2. Name the instrument (piece by Bach)
3. Cake by the Ocean band led by Joe Jonas
4. Name family in Sound of Music
5. Richard / Dick – put on the suit
6. Who played with the Chain Smokers in Something Just Like Them
Galway Girl / cello / DNCE / Von Trapp / Robin / Coldplay
Round 6
1. What kind of animal is Horton in Dr. Seuss?
2. Where would fallen arches affect – feet or elbows?
3. In music, what C is half a minim?
4. Cash for _____ controversial renewable energy scheme in NI
5. If DK = Denmark and IRL – Ireland, what is D?
6. To veto is to forgive or forbid?
Elephant / feet / crotchet / ash / Germany / forbid
Round 7
1. What word links spiders and the internet?
2. What colour are pistachio and mint?
3. What C is deep fried squid?
4. The M in BOMDAS?
5. The Credit Union looks at things ____________
6. What M is a Chinese dynasty between 1300s and 1600s?
Web / green / calamari / multiply / differently / Ming
Round 8
1. What should you keep down to avoid getting into trouble?
2. What is Matilda’s surname in the book by Roald Dahl?
3. What R in rugby describes competing on the ground after a tackle?
4. Which does not have the peso: Mexico, Colombia or Peru
5. What s is a dagger and high heeled shows?
6. Where will the Eurovision final take place?
Head / wormwood / rook / peru / stiletto / Ukraine

Round 9
1. Name the dog in the Enid Blyton famous five books
2. What P causes hay fever?
3. Who beat the Falcons in the superbowl?
4. In what country is the Masai Mara reserve?
5. What organ of the body is responsible for cleansing blood?
6. The Cirque du Solei is from Belgium, Canada or France?
Timmy / pollen / patriots / Kenya / spleen / canada
Round 10
1. What instrument is used to measure angles?
2. In the Wizard of Oz, what other animal, apart from Toto went with Dorothy?
3. If you went for a swim in Biarritz, in what ocean would you be?
4. Mathilde and Philippe are queen and king of ____?
5. Koh in Thailand means beach or island or sand?
6. Used in Mexican cuisine, what does the word burrito mean?
Protractor / lion / atlantic / Belgium / island / little donkey
Round 11
1. How many quarters in 2 dollars?
2. In England what job has a bobby?
3. What chef is associated with MacNean House?
4. Capital of Serbia
5. What does the R stand for in APR?
6. What surgeon is regarded as the instigator of anti-septic practices?
8 / policeman / nevin Maguire / Belgrade / percentage / lister
Round 12
1. Which joint links the humerus and clavicle?
2. Nationality of Yuri Gagarin?
3. What C is a bell shaped cover to keep food on a plate warm?
4. Reniform refers to heart or kidneys or lungs?
5. John ______ Irish poet who wrote “The Trout” died in December?
6. New Sesame street character with autism?
Shoulder / Russian / cloche / kidney / montague / Julia

